
CAROLINE C.
Caroline is a Product Designer at 
Dialexa. Her interests consist of live 
music, painting, swimming, second-
hand shopping, and behavioral 
psychology.

LOCATION
Dallas, TX, USA

STATUS
Single

OCCUPATION
Product Designer

AGE
24

 Gain distinct familiarity with each of the Dallas neighborhood
 Explore walkable local/small businesse
 Receive notifications about the local art fairs/markets 

happening around her

GOALS

 Loves finding hidden gems and sharing those first-time 
experiences with her friend

 Wants to avoid Amazon or other corporate entities when 
shopping for decor and other home good

 Has seen most of what the city has to offer and wants to 
continue expanding her horizons

MOTIVATIONS

 Too busy to seek out new opportunities and tends to opt for 
what she know

 Doesn’t want to risk traveling to a new activity, event, etc. if it 
might not be worth it (Boring, weird, etc.

 Doesn’t have a car so walkability matters significantly

PAIN POINTS

BRANDS



BHAVIK V.
Bhavik is a Principal of Engineering at 
Dialexa. His interests include sports, art 
and calligraphy, listening to podcasts, 
and cooking.

LOCATION
Plano, TX, USA

STATUS
Single

OCCUPATION
Software Engineer

AGE
31

 Talk to Dallas natives and historians to understand the roots of 
Dallas and its various neighborhood

 Experience the different Dallas neighborhoods firsthand, and 
take the time to talk to locals and hear their stor

 Attend local cultural events to experience what Dallas has to 
offer (i.e. food, music, people, history)

GOALS

 Wants to show friends and family visiting Dallas what they're 
missing out o

 As a non Dallas native, become a bigger part of the city and 
its cultur

 Wants to support local businesses and see Dallas grow to its 
full potential

MOTIVATIONS

 Difficult to carve out time from the day to explore the cit
 Commuting between neighborhoods can be a challeng
 Lack of circle/group to go out and experience Dallas with 

PAIN POINTS

BRANDS


